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MUSEUM NIGHT 2015 
PROGRAMME HIGHTLIGHTS 

 

This year’s Night of Museums will take place under the motto “Eyes Open to the Night” on Saturday, 
May 16th, from 5 pm till 1 am.  During one single night 63 locations in Belgrade and 52 towns in 
Serbia will bring together more than 180 cultural institutions – museums, galleries and exhibition 
spaces with a total of 419 events 

 

YUGOSLAV FILM ARCHIVE 
Uzun Mirkova 1 

www.kinoteka.org.rs 
 

UNFORGETTABLE KISSES 

Decades of the movie passion and legendary couples form the silver screen will inspire you to get 
soaking wet in the rain of the sweetest movie kisses without any hesitation. For those of you who 
are less romantic, but are still passionate fans of the moving pictures, we have prepared irresistible 
temptations: you will have a possibility to work on the film tape, to try out movie lighting, film 
rolling, film developing, editing and film projecting. 

 

UK PAROBROD 
Kapetan Misina 6a 

www.ukparobrod.rs 
 

SAY CHEEEESE! 

Founders of the Photo Museum association collected in the course of time over 100 000 shots. Being 
great experts, they will reveal to you the history and technology of photography and offer you such a 
good time! The exhibition Development of the Photography will take on a journey to early times 
when this “painting” with the light started, but it will also enable you to enter into the dark room 
and develop your own photos! Say cheeese! 

 

THE NIGHT IN FOCUS: ARCHITECTURE OF ÐORĐE GEC 

Although he is no longer with us, creations of this architect across Belgrade remind us on the magic 
of creativity and on the riches that is left behind it. Tube, Šeder, Langust-Public, Brankow, Lasta, 
Mladost and Ludost, Radost and Moritz Eis would never become legendary places of the rich night 
life of the capital, if they weren’t a product of the sharp eye and an incredible imagination of one of 
the greatest Belgrade’s architect!  

 

http://www.kinoteka.org.rs/
http://www.ukparobrod.rs/
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MUSEUM OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY 
Skenderbegova 51  

www.muzejnt.rs 

 

INDUSTRIAL DESIGN 

GALLERY ALEKSANDAR DESPID: Fabulous creations of students of the Faculty of Applied Arts will 
instantly convince you that beautiful surrounding can reshape the way we perceive the world and 
change our lives. 

SCIENICE CENTRE: In the Museum Night see the science in a different light! Our interactive exhibits 
will explain you different phenomena from astronomy, mathematics, physics, biology and encourage 
you think and fantasize by engaging all of your senses and abilities. 

CHILDEREN’S MUSUEM: We have amazing news for all kids – no adults are allowed in this museum! 
We would like to notify you that huge amount of toys in various shapes and materials, simply all of 
your favorite toys, wait for your delight!    

 

DEPARTEMENT OF THE MUSEUM OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY 

Museum of the Serbian Doctors Association 
Džordža Vašingtona 19  

www.muzejnt.rs 

 

FATAL MAY OF 1903 

Bullets that in the long-gone spring days shot Duke Mihailo and half a century later killed King 
Aleksandar and Queen Draga, changed the course of history in a completely new direction. Two 
pistol bullets, from which one was extracted from the body of the Queen Draga and the other was 
found in the room of the assassination, are held in the Museum and visitors will have an opportunity 
to see these exquisite testimonies of the crucial moments of the recent Serbian history. 

 

ART PAVILION CVIJETA ZUZORIĆ 
Mali Kalemegdan 1 

 

CHILDEREN’S PAVILION 

Dear children, especially for you, we open a true pavilion for kids in the Museum Night! We created 
various workshops to titillate your imagination and engage your hands. 

 

DEEP SAND: Find out how we can grow, develop and liberate our potentials through sand drawing. 
Curious kids and grownups, everybody is welcome to experience this very special skill! 

SAILORS FOR YOU: Future sailors and naval captains from the School for shipping, shipbuilding and 
hydraulic engineering will demonstrate and teach you how to make real naval knots and use 
navigation instruments. 
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MAKING OF CARNIVAL MASKS:  Our friends from Lozovik are coming and they will teach you how to 
make masks from pumpkins, beans, wheat and various other interesting materials. Be ready for a 
true costume ball! 

LEGO CITY: You will see a real city made entirely from your favorite little cubes and you will also be 
able to contribute the construction of skyscrapers, houses or roads. 

ALICE IN THE MUSEUM NIGHT: On the occasion of the 150th anniversary of the book “Alice in 
wonderland”, you will have a unique opportunity to take part in the story about Alice. You will see 
the famous illustrations and movie sections, but you can also have a cup of tea with the White 
Rabbit and The Hatter.  

 

PLATEAU PAVILION CVIJETA ZUZORIĆ 
LAF Lozovik 

www.laf.in.rs 

 

CARNIVAL MASKS: SECRETS OF THE WHITE WEEK 

During the long winter nights, boys from Lozovik, a village in the Velika Plana County, gather around 
and make colorful masks out of pumpkins. They wear fur coats and carry strings of bells, making loud 
and cheerful noise. Exclusively, and only in the Museum Night, we will introduce you with the old 
customs related to the White Carnival. Traditionally the costumed boys walk around the village in 
the White Week, a week before the Easter fast begins, to chase away the evil demons and spirits 
from barns and courtyards in the village. We will take you on a walk across Kalemegdan and we 
invite you to see how these masks are made. You can also dance kolo around the fire and we are 
sure you will be simply delighted with our carnival!  

From 22 p.m. until 01 a.m. 

 

MARKET ZELENI VENAC 
Jug Bogdanova bb 

 

BELGRADE LITTLE MARKET 

We do not exaggerate when we say that you will have a great time at the market place, because 
there will be a variety of events for you at the market Zeleni Venac and at the best price ever. We 
will present you a whole century of customs of the famous Belgrade markets and on counters from 
different time periods you can shop, not only organic treats, by weight! Lawyers and bankers will 
give you free legal and financial advices and you can also talk with celebrities about your favorite 
delicatessens. If we tell you that we prepared humanitarian actions and special surprises too, it is 
clear that you need to hurry – such offer won’t last for long! 

 
  

http://www.laf.in.rs/
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FACULTY OF FINE ARTS – CLUB AKADEMIJA 
Knez Mihajlova 51 

 

EINTAGMUSEUM 

Exclusively for the 12th Museum Night, our guests from Austria decided to evoke memories on the 
legendary club Akademija, turning it into a Museum for one day. Curators of this museum are all of 
those who marked this place, which was an important phase in growing up of several generations.  It 
doesn’t matter if they performed, created or simply were regular guests. We invite you to remind 
yourselves on the authentic ambient in which bands such as Ekatarina Velika, Električni orgazam, 
Partibrejkersi, Psihomodopop, Toni Montana and many others performed on an improvised stage. 
We will revive the sound of 1980ies and 1990ies with original records and audio tapes!   

 

DOCTOR'S TOWER 
Višegradska 26 

www.lazalazarevic.rs 

 

WHEN YOUR SOUL IS IN PAIN 

We are sure that you already know that the Doctor's Tower is one of the most significant 
monuments from the time of Duke Miloš Obrenovid. However, did you know that this was also the 
first and the oldest psychiatric hospital in the Balkans? Find out who was the doctor after whom the 
Tower got its name, how dr Laza Lazarevid became one of the most respected doctor, to which 
statesmen the Tower belonged and who named it „Home for those who are out of their mind“.  

 

CITY MUSEUM BELGRADE 
Resavska 40b 

www.mgb.org.rs 

 

TRACKS AND TRACES 

Two artists, two approaches and an infinitive number of possibilities for the interpretation of their 
work. The exhibition “Tracks and Traces” represents Austrian artist Andreas Fogarasi and Serbian 
artist Saša Tkačenko with their visions on the experience of the urban space! The Austrian artist 
deals with the issues of identity, architecture and economy, while the Serbian artist is more 
interested in the history of public spaces, their presences and disappearance over the time.  

8 p.m. Concert HETEM, Strahinja Beganović 

 
  

http://www.mgb.org.rs/
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NEW CEMETERY 
Ruzveltova 50  

www.beogradskagroblja.rs 

 

THE ARTIST IN WAR 

The Alley of the Distinguished Citizens at the New Cemetery, where numerous artists and writers 
rest in peace, is a proof about battles in art and life, in which painters, sculptors, architects and many 
others had to take part during the turbulent times of the Second World War. Visit the graves of Ivo 
Andrid, Paja Jovanovid and other great individuals and remind yourselves that their work and 
importance are timeless! 

From 5 p.m. to midnight 

 

THE ROYAL PALACES IN DEDINJE 
Bulevar kneza Aleksandra Karađorđevića 96, Gate 2 (entrance: Baja Pivljanina St) 

www.royalfamily.org 

 

WITNESSES OF THE EPOCHS AND FIGHTERS FOR FREEDOM 

Only in the Museum Night you can see the exhibition of photos which will depict you how the period 
of the monarchy looked like and transport you into the time of King Aleksanar, King Petar II, Tito and 
even in the time of Miloševid. With the help of this timemachine, you will see the photos of the 
Royal family on the exact spots where they were taken long time ago! Apart from this, you will have 
an opportunity to get familiar with the life and work of general Dragoljub Draža Mihailovid in the 
exhibition „General Mihailovid – The first fighter for freedom in the occupied Europe“. 

 

HERITAGE HOUSE OF PETAR LUBARDA 
Iličićeva 1 

www.kucalegata.org 

 

SECTER LIFE OF A PAINTING 

For the first time in the Museum Night, the visitors will see the Heritage House of Petar Lubarda. 
Discover all the physical, chemical and conservation procedures and techniques which brought back 
to life this remarkable edifice. Apart from dedicated people, there are also microscopes, lasers and 
modern technologies involved and thanks to them we can see a brand new and hidden life of a 
painting. Now and then, old and new, forgotten and revived…. All this are dimensions through which 
you can perceive the story about this place which is much more than just a house. 

http://www.beogradskagroblja.rs/
http://www.kucalegata.org/

